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Gabriel Hernandez made a name for
himself on Special Ops missions among the
best of them until he was discharged and
left scrambling to find a job. While surfing
the internet for employment opportunities,
he stumbles upon a peculiar site promising
lucrative employment opportunities for
veterans like him. A quick skim through
the site points to a litany of black market
gigs that pique his interest. It doesnt take
long for him to find one right up his alley
reconnaissance and surveillance. He figures
easy in, easy out; and it pays a hell of a lot
better than his mail sorting job. His
clandestine work ignites a level of
excitement he hasnt felt since his days with
Special Ops. He enjoys it so much, he
quits his day job and becomes a full-time
hired gun. Within a year, hes completed
over a half dozen assignments, each more
brazen than the one before. But soon,
reconnaissance leads to kidnapping and
kidnapping leads to murder. Now, deeply
embedded in this perilous world, a new
danger arises Gabriel accounts have been
hacked and his clandestine operations have
been exposed. If he cant outsmart his
enemy, hell become someones next target.
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